Week Ending: August 17, 2018

Top Stories This Week
Fortinet And IBM Sign Cyber Threat Information Sharing Agreement
Fortinet announced that Fortinet and IBM Security will collaborate through the bi-directional sharing of
cyber threat information. (bwcio.businessworld.in)

Instagram Hijack: User Accounts Being Hacked In 'Russian' Cyberattack Wave
Hundreds of Instagram users are desperately attempting to contact the photo-sharing application to
help regain access to hacked accounts. In a wave of fresh intrusions today, users complain that
names, passwords and email addresses are being altered. (newsweek .com)

Early Crypto Adopter Dish Network Now Accepts Bitcoin Cash
Dish Network, one of the first major firms to accept bitcoin as method of payment, has announced i t
now also accepts bitcoin cash. (coindesk .com)

Products & Services
Netflix Tries A Different Model For TV Shows, Paying More Up Front But Keeping More
Later On Big Hits, Insiders Say
Netflix, not surprisingly, is trying something very different to secure new TV shows. (cnbc.com)

Samsung Backs Plume Wi-Fi Mesh Tech For New Router And Upgrades SmartThings
Hub
Samsung is upgrading its SmartThings family with the addition of some newly upgraded products.
(hothardware.com)

Emerging Technology
Google's DeepMind AI Can Accurately Detect 50 Types Of Eye Disease Just By Looking
At Scans
Google's artificial intelligence company, DeepMind, has developed an AI which can successfully
detect more than 50 types of eye disease just by looking at 3D retinal scans. (businessinsider.com)

Why Little Robots May Be The Next Big Thing In Smart Home Tech
Anki is a company that's well versed in robotics. Its diminutive robot Cozmo was a big hit when it was
first released a few years back, topping Amazon's best toys list in the UK and the US, with 1.5 million
units sold, and its Overdrive range brought some much-needed intelligence to the world of racing car
sets. (msn.com)
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Mergers, Acquisitions, & Partnerships
Facebook Buys Vidpresso To Make Live Broadcasts More Interactive
Facebook's new acquisition will make it much easier even for amateur live broadcasters to add
interactive effects on their videos. (engadget.com)

Cox Automotive Establishes Mobility Solutions Group, Accelerates Effort With Acquisition
Of Clutch Technologies
Cox Automotive is bringing together its investments and solutions supporting the future of mobility
with the formation of a new business division: Mobility Solutions Group. (prnewswire.com)

Industry Reports
Advanced Analytics: The Key To Becoming A Data-Driven Enterprise
To succeed today, executives must be hyper-aware—of their organizations, the ever-changing
demands of their customers, and the rapid pace of market disruptions and opportunities. (forbes.com)

Microsoft Is Taking On Amazon's Profit Center
Amazon investors likely know the company's most visible business -- e-commerce operations -- isn't
its most profitable. (fool.com)
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